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Investor Psychology Bottoms Out 

Forward PE Ratios are back to their bull market peak 
 
Market Risk Index moved back into the 40s this week – but still in 
neutral territory. Recent changes to MRI have hinged solely on 
investor psychology, and this week was no exception. The psychology 
composite bottomed just shy of the best 20% of readings and has 
reversed and started to move higher, and the daily point totals have 
started giving negative readings. We have included some daily point 
total charts from our psychology composite in a search for clues for 
how much fuel the market rally has. 
 
Volatility is the only category still firmly in positive territory, but 
volatility is a two-edged sword. The all-clear for bear markets does 
not occur until VIX drops back under the 30 level. Option traders 
have move back to neutral from very bullish at the end of March. 
Corporate insiders have started selling again, not to the degree that 
they were at the market peak in February, but their action reflects an 
opinion that their stock is no longer a bargain. 
 
Given how sharp the market has rallied off the March lows, it is still 
impressive that the psychology composite is throwing up a reading as 
good as it is. The unusual nature of this recession amidst an ongoing 
pandemic is preventing the public from making a quick shift in 
attitude about equities like it has in previous bear markets. At this 
point of a bear market and recession, most would still be arguing 
about whether we were even in recession. Today, recession is 
indisputable, and arguments instead revolve around what letter of 
the alphabet the recovery will most closely resemble.  
 
Monetary conditions did not change significantly this week. The 
Fed’s QE Corona is starting to show up in sharply accelerating 
monetary base growth rates, but velocity has been dropping just as 
fast. Unlike how QE pegged our monetary composite with bullish 
readings for at least five years after 2009, the shallow yield curve will 
keep the monetary composite from making comparable 
improvements for now. M2 and MZM have yet to hit their peak rates 
of change, and the acceleration of their growth rates is still 
consistent with conditions early in a deflationary bear market. 
 
The one thing still resilient in our model is the US Market Trend. 
Every other major asset class has turned negative trend, including 
small cap US stocks, but the big caps have held the line thus far. However, valuations continue to worsen, some 
as a result of deteriorating fundamentals. Forward operating earnings are coming down, and that has pushed 

Psychology - P3

Monetary - M4

Valuation - Extremely Overvalued

Trend - Vulnerable

Largest Psychology Influences

Volatility Positive

Leveraged Investments Positive

Fund Flow s Negative

Consumer Confidence Negative

Largest Monetary Influences

Velocity Negative

Monetary Aggregates Negative

Yield Curve Negative

Valuation

7-10 Year Rtn Forecast 3.4%

10Yr Treas Yield (on 04/23) 0.6%

Price Trends

US Equities Positive

Intl Equities Negative

REITs Negative

Broad Commodities Negative

Market Risk Index scales from 0 to 100%. 

Higher readings correspond with higher risk 

markets. Scores below 25% are bullish. 

Scores between 25-75% are neutral, and 

scores above 75% are markets vulnerable to 

major drawdowns.

Market Risk Index

Neutral

44.5%
Category Percentiles

27.2%

86.2%

92.2%

69.2%
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the Forward PE on the S&P 500 back to where it was at the bull market peak. We do not need to see valuations 
get as attractive as they were in 2008 to get more aggressive toward stocks, but stocks are not pricing in returns 
high enough to compensate for the drawdown risk. The March lows were not a generational buying opportunity 
for big cap US equities. 
 
Daily Psychology Point Total 
Daily point totals from our basket of psychology indicators went negative this week. That is the first threshold to look for, 
but bear market rallies did not run into considerable trouble until the point total reached negative 100.  
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2000 Bear Market – Investor Psychology Daily Point Total 
Every bear market rally between 2000 and 2003 lost its mojo when our investor psychology composite daily point total fell 
below -100. 

 
 

2008 Bear Market – Investor Psychology Daily Point Total 
Going negative on the point tally coincided with muted up-moves, but the major bear market rally peak in May 2008 ended 
when our point total fell below the -100 threshold. 
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Corporate Insiders are selling again. 
Corporate insiders went from aggressive buying to modest selling again. At the peak, there were more than 4 sells for every 
buy. In the last week, it has gotten as high as 2 sells for every buy, which is more typical behavior in most environments. 

 
 
Valuations 
This pure regression based forecast for equity returns using our seven factor valuation model has not moved far enough off 
the cycle lows from the bull market peak in February to provide room for a new bull market to thrive.  
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Investors Intelligence Bulls minus Bears 
Bulls have outnumbered bears again for the last two weeks, but no signs of enthusiasm. If you have never seen a total 
history of the survey, here is what it looks like going back to 1969, using a 13week moving average to smooth out the 
readings. What we saw in March from Investors Intelligence was more consistent with what we see after a severe 
correction but not a major bear market bottom. 

 
 
Assets in Levered and Inverse ETFs and Funds 
Assets in levered long ETF and funds has rebounded, but the short-term surge in assets invested in inverse assets has yet to 
recede. 
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MZM growth is still accelerating 
For modern deflationary busts & bear markets, accelerating growth in aggregates is an indication of falling velocity and 
increased risk aversion, not Fed liquidity flooding the system. It is too early to entertain ideas about either recessions or 
bear markets ending until you see a peak in the growth rate in broad monetary aggregates. Right now, MZM growth is still 
accelerating.  

 
 

S&P 500 Forward PE Ratio 
A stock market rally and rapidly falling earnings estimates have quickly pushed the S&P 500’s forward PE ratio back to 
where it was at the bull market’s peak. 
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The essence of investment management is the management of risks, not the management of returns. 
– Benjamin Graham 
 

Select Dividend – Bottom up risk managed dividend portfolio of up to 40 stocks that can hold cash and fixed 

income when markets aren’t presenting attractive individual equity opportunities. Portfolio built upon Cypress 

Capital’s own metrics that measure dividend quality and safety. The portfolio is divided 75/25 into payers and 

growers. Payers are stocks with above average yields and a long-term history of paying dividends, where the 

dividend is perceived to be safe. Growers are companies with high total shareholder yields and perceived to be 

high quality, franchise companies. The portfolio is generally made up with familiar, household names. 

Global Allocation – Multi-asset class portfolio that invests in low cost exchange traded funds across eight asset 

classes based upon the margin of safety offered by each asset class in an effort to avoid significant drawdowns. 

Strategic Income – Disciplined, value biased income portfolio that practices patience in awaiting excellent risk 

reward opportunities in fixed income. Disciplined in its refusal to reach for yield and put capital at risk of 

permanent impairment. 

Asset Neutral – Absolute return focused multi-asset class portfolio that allocates assets based upon the margin 

of safety offered in each asset class. Portfolio can go defensive and hold up to 100% cash in some environments. 

US Opportunity – Concentrated value portfolio of up to 50 stocks that increases allocations to cash and fixed 

income when the margin of safety offered by equities is too narrow. Portfolio quantitatively buys the cheapest, 

highest quality stocks that it can find. Quantitative sell discipline sells individual holdings based on value and 

momentum factors. 

Contact us for more information. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Asset Management – Portfolio Lineup 
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